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We would like to thank the Members of the American Board
of Preventive Medicine (ABPM) and the American Board of
Pathology (ABPath) for their past contributions to the medi-
cal subspecialty of clinical informatics (CI) and their contin-
ued interest in the specialty’s ongoing growth and success.
We recently learned that the Boards are considering an
extension of the Practice Pathway for CI certification beyond
2022.Wewrite this open letter requesting that the Boards do
not pursue this course of action.

For unfamiliar readers, CI leaders from the American
Medical Informatics Association (AMIA) and other organiza-
tions collaborated with ABPM and ABPath to outline the
requirements for CI medical subspecialty certification in the
early 2000s.1–4 The formal subspecialty was born with the
successful certification of the first class of diplomates in
January 2014.5 Since that first class, approximately 2,000
physicians have successfully completed certification, with
the majority becoming certified through the Practice Path-
way instead Fellowship Pathway.6,7 During the early years of
the specialty, there was a clear need for practicing informa-
ticians to become certified without retraining, as had been
the case with other new specialties, such as emergency
medicine. For other specialties, however, those practice
pathways closed within roughly a decade with the residual

expectation being to complete formal residency or fellow-
ship training prior to board eligibility.8–10

The ABPM CI Practice Pathway requires informatics prac-
tice for at least 25% of a full-time equivalent (FTE) for 3 years
or either a Masters or PhD in biomedical informatics.11 The
practice pathway’s 25% FTE equivalent is not as rigorous as
prior specialty boards’ practice pathways, such as the Amer-
ican Board of Emergency Medicine’s, which required
7,000hours practicing and teaching emergency medicine
over a minimum of 5 years with 2,800hours within any
24-month period prior to application, as well as 50 hours of
approved continuing medical education annually since 1973
when their application opened.10 While masters programs
might provide a reasonable knowledge-based foundation for
a career in CI, they do not provide comparable applied
experience to fellowship programs. As an analogy, while
some clinicians with clinical training might be able to study
for 6 months and pass a board examination in critical care or
cardiology, doing so would not prepare them for the safe
practice of either specialty without the practical and super-
vised experience obtained during fellowship training. It is
that experiential learning, not just book and examination-
based learning, which prepares physicians for the safe prac-
tice ofmedicine in any specialty including CI. Effectiveness of
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fellowship training has also been corroborated by higher pass
rates for fellowship-trained applicants compared with those
seeking certification through the Practice Pathway. For in-
stance, an internal communication on the AMIA Community
of Clinical Informatics Program Directors (CIPD) message
board reported that the pass rate among the 38 fellowship-
trained examinees who took the examination in 2020 was
95%, while the overall pass rate of all 273 examinees (includ-
ing the 38 fellowship-trained applicants) was 84%. By proxy,
this means that the pass rate among the 235 Practice
Pathway examinees was 82%.

AMIA’s web site states, “Becoming board-certified in
clinical informatics sets the highest bar for those who are
experts in the subspecialty. It provides the opportunity to
demonstrate your knowledge applying informatics to deliver
improved healthcare services.”12 Given the two decades of
effort writing and refining the subspecialty’s delineation of
practice4,13,14 and training expectations embodied in the
Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education
(ACGME) Program Requirements,15 we have truly set a
high bar for our fellowship graduates and built the infra-
structure to train our future leaders. If we expect this level of
skill and rigor from our colleagues, we should require new
diplomates to be fellowship trained as is the case with every
other medical specialty. The practice pathway was intended
for already practicing physicians at the initiation of a new
board, not as an alternate pathway for physicians who are
unwilling to pursue a fellowship more than a decade later.
Experienced clinical informaticians have had ample time to
take the certification examination. We hopemoving forward
that the Boards will share our opinion that quality is more
important than quantity with respect to board certification.

While it might make sense to have concerns about closing
the practice pathway if fellowship programs could not meet
the demand for trainees, the opposite is in fact the case. The
number of ACGME-accredited CI fellowships has grown from
four accredited programs to an astonishing 57 in less than
8 years, despite many launching during a global pandemic.16

For context, this number is equivalent to or greater than most
otherpreventivemedicineorpathologyspecialtieswhichhave
existed for decades.16 In the context of this success, the
extended practice pathway hinders CI fellowships’ abilities
to recruit the best candidates, as candidates opt instead to
pursue less rigorous, less costly, andmore convenient training
options. However, inferior training is damaging for the spe-
cialty in the end, and the continued reliance on educational
programs with minimal, often unsupervised practical experi-
ence dilutes the value of our board certification and threatens
the viability of fellowship programs across the country.

Another argument potentially used against closing the
practice pathway might be that the focused, concentrated
nature of CI fellowships could discourage members of surgi-
cal or other subspecialties from pursuing fellowship training.
However, in partnership with the residency and fellowship
programs, ABPMandABPath have creatively addressedmany
of these concerns by accommodating integrated training
pathways17 and allowing surgical residents to complete CI
training during research years despite not being boarded in a

primary specialty.18 These solutions make our subspecialty
inclusive without diluting the rigor of our fellowships or the
value of board certification, and we applaud the Boards’
efforts in this regard.

Beyond the merit-based reasons for not extending the
Practice Pathway is a concern of trust. To those of us who
trusted ABPM and ABPath when choosing to pursue CI
fellowships or to start fellowship programs after being
assured that fellowship training would become the expected
standard for our specialty (as documented inwriting now for
almost a decade), it would constitute a tremendous breach of
trust if the rules changed now.

The long-term harms of extending the Practice Pathway
for CI board eligibility beyond 2022 far outweigh any short-
term gains. We thank ABPM and ABPath for all they have
done for the CI subspecialty, and we recommend that the
Practice Pathway not be extended. We hope the Boards will
make the right decision.
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